Abstract. A space is called supercompact if it has an open subbase such that every cover consisting of elements of the subbase has a subcover consisting of two elements. In this paper we prove that, in a continuous image of a closed (7,5-set of a supercompact space, a point is a cluster point of a countable set if and only if it is the limit of a nontrivial sequence. As corollaries, we answer questions asked by J. van Mill et al. In this paper we prove that, in a continuous image of a closed G^-set of a supercompact space, any cluster point of a countable set is the limit of a nontrivial convergent sequence. As corollaries, we answer two questions asked by van Douwen and van Mill and by van Mill and Mills in [6] and [9] , respectively.
In this paper we prove that, in a continuous image of a closed G^-set of a supercompact space, any cluster point of a countable set is the limit of a nontrivial convergent sequence. As corollaries, we answer two questions asked by van Douwen and van Mill and by van Mill and Mills in [6] and [9] , respectively.
Every space in the present paper is assumed to be Hausdorff, and the word "subbase" is assumed to mean "subbase for closed sets". For a space X a family & of closed sets is called linked if F nF' ¿ 0 for all F, F' £ 9~, and binary if every linked subfamily has nonempty intersection. A space is called supercompact if it has a binary subbase [7] . Many compact spaces, but not all, are supercompact. For example, all compact metric spaces are supercompact [5, 11] ; all continuous images of compact ordered spaces are supercompaci [4] . On the other hand, closed G^-sets of supercompact spaces are neither supercompact in general [3] nor continuous images of supercompact spaces [10] . Moreover, Bell gave an example of a nonsupercompact dyadic space (= a continuous image of 2K) [2] .
In 1982 van Douwen and van Mill proved in [6] that, in a continuous image of a supercompact space, at least one cluster point of a countable set is the limit of a nontrivial convergent sequence in the whole space; at most countably many cluster points are not so. The result suggested to them the following question. Question 1 [6] . Let Y be a continuous image of a supercompact space (or just a supercompact space). If K is a countable subset of Y, then is every cluster point of K the limit of a nontrivial convergent sequence? under a set-theoretical hypothesis, every infinite continuous image of a closed G¿-set of a supercompact space contains a nontrivial convergent sequence. Then, they asked if the set-theoretical hypothesis may be dropped. Question 2 [9] . If Y is an infinite continuous image of a closed Gj-set of a supercompact space, then does Y contain a nontrivial convergent sequence?
In this paper we prove the next theorem, which answers the above two questions affirmatively.
Theorem. Let Y be a continuous image of a closed Gs-subset of a super compact space and K a countable subset of Y. Then every cluster point of K is the limit of a nontrivial convergent sequence in Y.
To show the theorem, we first give some lemmas. The first two lemmas can be directly proved. Let TV be the set of all natural numbers. Lemma 1. Let f: X -* Y be a continuous mapping from a compact space X onto a space Y and {A" c X: n £ N} a decreasing sequence of closed sets of x ■ V C\n€N A" c /"' Ü0 for some J7 € Y, then f(a") -> y for any an £ A" . Now let S" be a subbase (note that subbase means subbase for closed subsets) for a compact space X. Let S*n = {C)S%: S% C &}. Then S"n is also a subbase. Furthermore, if S? is binary, then ^n is also binary. Thus we assume throughout this paper that every subbase is closed with respect to arbitrary intersections. Now we fix a point p £ X. For Ac X let j(A) = f]{S £¿*:p£SaadSnA¿0}. Hence it follows from (3) and (5) In Theorem we proved that in certain spaces Y if t(y) is countable, then y is the limit of a nontrivial sequence in Y. In fact, it is not difficult to extend the result to a general case. We call Z c X to be a G^-set if Z = [){U(: i < p} for a decreasing open family {Uç: Ç < p}. Then we have Let Y be a continuous image of a closed Gp-set of a supercompact space and y £ Y a nonisolated point. If p < cf(r(y)), then y is the limit of a nontrivial a-sequence in Y for some limit ordinal a < t(y).
From this statement the following corollary is obtained.
Corollary. // Y is a continuous image of a supercompact space, then every nonisolated point in Y is the limit of a nontrivial linear net.
